The Gentleman lead out the Two Ladies and set, the Ladies do the same, leading out two Gent: lead down and up and Allemande.

The Washerwoman or La Lavandière.

First Couple lead down on Couple & cast up the 2d Cu:do the same upwards, Promenade & Pousét.
THE WEDDING CAKE.

(By a Lady.)

The 1st Lady change sides with 2d Gent: Poussette and Right and Left.

GUY MANNERING.

Hands across back again, down the middle up again and Poussette.

CALDER FAIR.

2d time 8va alta.

Hands three round on each side, down the middle and up again.

N°22.
1st Lady turn the 2nd Gent; 1st Gent: turn the 2nd Lady, down the middle, swing corners.

LA TERZA.

Hands 3 on the Ladies side, the same on the Gent: down the middle & lead outside, change sides & back again, down the middle up again & Allemande.

N°22.